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Exploring African Violets
Since their introduction to the U.S. in the late 1800s from Eastern
Africa (via Germany), African violets have thrived in homes across the
country, earning their reputation as one of America’s most popular
houseplants. Millions of these marvelous flowering plants are sold
stateside each year! Our SHS Griffin division brokers retail-ready
African violets from the country’s largest wholesaler, Holtkamp
Greenhouses in Tennessee.
Are African violets part of your current retail offer? Winter months
are prime time for booking to maximize consumer appeal. Our SHS
Griffin retail-ready plants are available in mini (2") and standard (4")
sizes; Holtkamp Greenhouses will ship as long as weather conditions
are favorable. Let’s dig into some details to help you and your retail
customers be successful with this colorful crop.

Cultivars
The color range of African violet flowers is broader than you may
think, including red, blue, purple, lavender, pink, white and bicolor.
Leaf surfaces may be rounded or curly, and some may be variegated.

Plant Care
Ideally, African violets thrive in conditions of early morning sunlight
(4-6 hours) and room temperatures up to about 78°F during the
daytime with a low around 68°F at night. Humidity plays an important
role; African violets need between 50%-70% relative humidity for
optimum flowering.
Watering should be maintained to keep plants moist but not
saturated. Overhead watering may be done up to flowering if done
in early morning. Some growers use subirrigation to water their
plants, rather than overhead, to prevent damage to flowers or foliage.
In either case, it’s recommended to use standing water at room
temperature that has allowed any high chlorine content to evaporate.

Fertilizing
African violets thrive with light feedings using a balanced fertilizer.
We have numerous options available including the most popular,
Jack’s Classic 12-36-14 Formula African Violet food and the
newest addition to our offer, Bonide Chemicals 7-10-7 Formula
African Violet food.
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Soil
Maintaining a good soil level with African violets is important to
prevent the plant stem from hardening and making the plant mostly
upright as the stem elongates. Transplanting African violets should be
easy for homeowners. Simply remove the plant from the container,
careful to keep the root ball intact. Using sharp scissors or a knife, cut
through the bottom ¼ of the soil straight across. Trim the soil sides
back about a ¼ inch. Lightly scrape the sides of the stem from just
under the bottom of the lower leaves and return to the pot. Backfill
with a good African violet soil mix up to the lower leaf and lightly
tamp soil mix down. Some terrific videos are available on YouTube
with step-by-step instructions of the transplanting process. We carry
excellent African violet mixes from Espoma, Hoffman, Premier and
Sun Gro.

Retail Sales Success
Create a selling table using just African violets and accessories
together. You may include small 3-5" ceramic pots, clay pots or even
plastic. Consider stocking a mix of different plant sizes, both standard
and mini types, for the potential of multiple uses and mass appeal.
Use color blocking to group plants for maximum visual impact.
Consider displaying using carts and lights that the homeowner may
be using at home, or might want to purchase. Such lighting can help
really bring out the colors of the flowers and foliage, too! Crates are
also great for keeping these choices organized and stacked vertically
for consumer appeal. Don’t forget to keep your display well stocked
to maintain a ready-to-sell look.
Our 2016 Retail catalog is filled with details on these and other
products to enhance your in-store displays. The catalog is coming
soon in the mail to Griffin customers and is sure to be a valuable
resource in the season ahead.

Additional Resources
The African Violet Society of America is a wonderful resource for
anyone interested in learning more about African violets or sharing
their passion for these plants. Headquartered in Beaumont, Tex., the
society operates on a local level via a dozen affiliate clubs throughout
North America. For more information or to connect with the local club
nearest you, visit www.avsa.org.

Good Selling!

John
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Featured Products

End All™ Insect Killer

Organic African Violet Mix

Kills insects from eggs to adults. Kills
45 different insect species. For use on
ornamentals, trees, shrubs, fruits, vegetables,
flowers and houseplants. Active ingredients:
pyrethrins, clarified hydrophobic
extract of neem oil and potassium
salts of fatty acids.

A rich, premium blend of sphagnum peat
moss, peat humus and perlite. Improves
aeration and moisture retention. For African
violets and other houseplants. Promotes
root growth.

Item #

Desc

UPC

Vendor

80030027-263

4 qt.

050197702041 AV4

CS/UOS

Retail

Item #

Desc

UPC

12/12

$4.49

80190003-551

32 oz. RTU 024654051027

Vendor
5102

CS/UOS

Retail

12/12

$8.99

CS/UOS

Retail

12/12

$6.99

CS/UOS

Retail

24/24

$2.49

African Violet 12-36-14

Organic African
Violet Soil Mix

This 12-36-14 plant food has been a favorite
of commercial African violet growers for more
than 30 years. Perfect to maximize flower
count, size and bright color on
standard African violet varieties.

Provides the optimum growing medium for
all types of African violets. Light and loose,
encourages healthy foliage and beautiful
blooms.

Item #

Desc

UPC

Vendor

80070001-207

4 qt.

071605103014 10301

CS/UOS

Retail

12/12

$3.49

TM

UPC

80310034-429

8 qt.

025849109110

Vendor
1008101RGCE

UPC

Vendor

80060001-425

8 oz.

671341512080 51208

Spikes provide a continuous supply of
important nutrients right at the roots, where
plants need it most. The premeasured,
specially formulated spikes are simply
inserted into the soil around your plant. Unlike
liquids or granular, Jobe’s Flowering Plant
Spikes eliminate mess, hazards and smells —
and can’t wash through when you
water. 50 spikes per package.

Provides improved air porosity and water
retention, ideal for these delicate plants. This
mix is also suitable for all plants from the
Gesneriad family such as streptocarpus,
episcias and gloxinias. It offers optimal
conditions for growing beautiful foliage and
flowers and features MycoActive
Organic Growth Enhancer to produce
vigorous growth and healthy plants.
Desc

Desc

Jobe’s® Flowering Plant
Food Spikes 10-10-4

Premium African Violet Mix

Item #

Item #

CS/UOS

Retail

Item #

Desc

UPC

Vendor

6/6

$6.99

80180029-149

50 Pack

073035252010 05201T
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Featured Products
Little Buddy™ Stainless
Steel Hydroponic Clippers

African Violet Mix
Picky African violets thrive in this blend of
peat moss, compost, perlite/pumice and
earthworm castings. We created our African
Violet Mix to maintain a good balance
between porosity and organic matter for
happy, blooming plants with beautiful
foliage. It is also suited to gloxinia, sinningia,
streptocarpus and other gesneriads and
sensitive container plants.

The shears are made with stainless-steel
blades and frame with lightweight plastic
handles and a TPR overmold for comfort. The
3" long blades are narrow to allow for precise
cutting of hydroponic crops. The hydroponic
shears are bright yellow for visibility and fit
into Dramm’s cutting tool holster.
Item #

Desc

UPC

80170145-771

Steel

036434180377 10-18037

Vendor

CS/UOS

Retail

12/12

$12.89

Item #

Desc

UPC

Vendor

CS/UOS

Retail

80320002-343

8 qt.

064277124081

1410502.
Q08P

8/8

$5.99

Hydroponic Micro Snip
Compact, sharp stainless-steel blades with
double-beveled, tapered tips for precision
cuts. Durable handle with soft-touch feel
for lightweight comfort and performance.
Heavy-duty spring for reliable performance.
Double-sided lock for left- or right-hand use.
Handle and blades can be sterilized to limit
cross contamination. 2 5⁄16" blade.
Item #

Desc

UPC

Vendor

81380029-962

23"

038313041229 FS 4120

Watering Can
This watering can is designed for indoor
use. Made using recyclable, impact-resistant
plastic. Watering can has a flower design
indentation on the side for added styling.
Features a curved loop handle and long stem
spout for comfort and ease of use.
CS/UOS

Retail

Item #

Desc

12/12

$15.99

80250114-321

Pearl ⁄2 gal. 026978306029 30602
1

UPC

Vendor

CS/UOS

Retail

6/6

$5.49
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